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THE CHALLENGE OF INITIATING

AND SUSTAINING REFORMS

The innovator makes enemies of all those who prospered under the old order,
and only lukewarm support is forthcomingfrom those who would prosper under the new.

-Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince (1513)

P RECEDING CHAPTERS HAVE SHOWN HOW THE STATE temporary. Thus, radical reforms have often been under-
can improve its effectiveness by matching its role taken in response to an external threat or economic crisis,

more closely to its capability, and working to enhance that or during the "honeymoon" period of a new administra-
capability over time. Integral to this approach is a better tion or regime, when incumbents with a strong vested
understanding of why some countries do not meet even interest in the old system have been displaced.
the most basic requirements for sound economic manage- The second lesson is that, given such an opportunity,
ment, and why so few developing countries have managed reformers can make the best use of the time available
to create effective state institutions. But understanding by adopting a strategy that understands the likely obsta-
the problem and fixing it are two very different things. cles and seeks to mitigate them. Tactically designing and
The basic questions remain: why and how is it that some sequencing the reforms can help, as can measures to make
countries have been able to throw off this legacy of failure institutions less susceptible to capture by special interests
and move forward with reform, while others have not? and gridlock, and, perhaps most important, building a

This chapter looks for some answers to these questions consensus in favor of reform.
by examining the main obstacles to reform and how they Finally, the message of the many reform successes-
can be overcome. Three factors turn out to be critical: the and failures-analyzed in this chapter is that break-
distributional characteristics of reform (the likely winners throughs will rarely happen by accident. At any given
and losers), the political strength of key groups (particularly time, the forces favoring the status quo are likely to pre-
those that will lose out), and the design of existing state vail. Reforms only succeed if they are directed by leaders
institutions. Sometimes a reform will be politically unde- with a clear vision of the way things could be, and a con-
sirable because the likely losers are part of the political lead- tagious determination to turn that vision into reality.
ership's support base. Even when the political will to
change is present, reformers can find their efforts derailed Obstacles to reform
by constraints embedded in state institutions, which make The obstacles to reform in any country will be many and
it easier for opponents to maintain the status quo. varied. The recipe for reform failure is no more suscepti-

But the fact that opposition to reform can be rooted ble to easy generalizations than the recipe for success. But
deeply in a country's institutions need not be a counsel of chief among the barriers to change will always be the
despair. To the contrary, close examination of the imped- powerful interest groups who stand to lose by it. Resis-
iments to reform yields three pieces of practical advice for tance will be even stronger when the prospective losers are
reformers. The first is that windows of reform opportu- among the political leadership's core constituents. In
nity do open; they tend to be those times when the nor- short, the redistributive effects of a reform and the politi-
mal rules of the game are in flux for some reason, however cal strength of groups affected by it may simply render
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some policy changes politically undesirable. Yet even ent groups, whose precise composition will depend on the
politically desirable reforms may fail because of con- reform in question. For example, public sector reform,
straints embedded in state institutions, which tilt the play- which is central to reinvigorating state institutions, can
ing field firmly in the opponents' favor. Thus, policy out- sometimes be thwarted by civil servants who run the risk
comes can usually be seen as the combined effect of the of unemployment or finding themselves worse off in pri-
characteristics of the reforms themselves, the political vate sector employment. Politicians who use public em-
strength of different actors, and the design of existing state ployment as a source of patronage may also see an interest
institutions. in blocking certain kinds of reform. Decentralization, for

instance, raises the prospect of reallocating resources out-
Distributional conflicts, : I. i- .and reform side the political leadership's constituency. In Peru, a de-
Some common types of reform and the groups that stand centralization program that would have transferred re-
to gain or lose from them are listed in Table 9.1. These sources for financing primary and secondary education to
alignments do not apply in all circumstances. But the provincial municipalities was halted in 1993, following
truth remains that resistance to reform is often triggered widespread victories by independents and opposition par-
by the potential redistribution of resources among differ- ties in the municipal elections.

Table 9.1 Alignment of Interest groups, political costs, and tactical sequencing of reform by reform type

Interest groups Detenrinants of Tactical
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Ranking policy changes according to their political erations can also affect policy outcomes. Most public pen-
costs and benefits can help policymakers design the tacti- sion schemes are unfunded, financed by current payroll
cal sequencing of a comprehensive reform program. taxes rather than past contributions. The resulting high
Although such an exercise is highly country specific, a marginal tax on labor and the weak link between contri-
good starting point is to compare the expected redistribu- butions and benefits create distortions in the labor market.
tional effects of planned reforms with their expected effi- In mature systems these distortions are compounded by
ciency gains. Some reforms, for example, are difficult to the low implicit return on pensions relative to the market
implement because in the short run they seem to be merely return on capital. The distortions could be reduced by,
reshuffling opportunities and incomes. Although such among other things, strengthening the link between con-
reforms, if they increase efficiency, ultimately increase the tributions and benefits and privatizing and funding pen-
size of the pie, their short-run redistributive effects may sion schemes. But such reforms would affect different gen-
exceed even the immediate benefits. In that case, other erations of workers differently. For example, privatizing
things equal, reform will not occur, because the political and fully funding the U.S. Social Security system could
difficulties of reforming outweigh the rewards. This polit- generate net gains, including gains in efficiency, but
ical cost-benefit approach can be applied to a broad range younger workers would realize most of those gains, and
of reforms, such as trade liberalization (Box 9.1). older workers would lose (Figure 9.1). This dilemma helps

Applying the redistributional calculus to the case of explain why reform is so politically sensitive. Similarly,
pension reform shows how conflicts of interest across gen- redistribution away from the elderly helps explain why

countries in CEE and the CIS are resisting increasing the
pension age. In Ukraine, for example, a uniform pension

Box 9.1 Weighing the political costs and age of 65 would ease the system's actuarial imbalance but
benefits of reform would also reduce the pension wealth of workers (in pres-

ent value terms) by about 25 percent of GDP.
Ef tticienc-enhancing rctornms arc Otien difficult to The difficulty of reforming universal pension programs
implement bcause [they create both wtinners and thus stems from the anticipated reform's redistributive
loser'. and there rr'av bc no n way to compensa,te th effects and the power of elderly voters. Meanwhile unborn
l.sers. Dctius,in-n opp Il Ieen n-ore difficult generations, who would benefit the most from reform,
v.hcn the efficiencs gains are low relative to the have no voice in the decision. The political costs of reform
redistribLitiv-e eht.ects. Applving a rough political in the United States have risen over time, as the gap in
0ost-ben,-fii ratio t.) retorm measiures can show ho voter turnout between the young (those between 25 and

muLch redistributi,n rakes place fiar a given amount 40 years of age) and those over 65 has widened in favor of
o'cffficiency Aain. A poilicy that increases the mcLnc the latter, to some 12 percentage points. Clearly, reform-
of one group without raking 'ncomc away tfrom ing public pension and health care financing programs for
another. rtt c\aniplc. would have a ratto of zero. the elderly, however fiscally unsustainable, is a difficult

For trade lib-ralization th, political cos;t-benefit feat to pull off, but should be a high priority. Even when
rartbo i isnvesel'- related to thc tariff rateC. the share one-time, comprehensive reform is not feasible, more-
ot importm in total consumption., and the elasticin1 gradual changes and grandfathering of existing beneficia-
of impott demand. In Sub-saharar. Africa chc aver- ries, in the recognition that changes are likely to be gener-
age Impert tariff e\ceeds Sti percent. and rhc harc ational, with long lead times, may reduce opposition to
ot import' in t(oaJ consumL1prion iB about -1i1 per- reform.

cent[. .\ssumin]ig an import demand eladticirv of rwo In many countries utilities are inefficiently run public
(demand f;or imports rises hi' 2 pcrcen tfor evcry I monopolies. Consumers would realize significant gains if
percelilt declile in pricel. [he cost-benefit ratio of these utilities were privatized and effective regulatory
trade lIbera1iiaLaor. i, mc're than t)LC. T hus. ft.r anm agencies established to watch over them. Witness the case
,i'er amiount o*!f etticinc; g.tri. the redisrritbutihe of Argentina, which began privatizing its state-run infra-
etffect w-ould be ftiur tinicm tht aniount. \\lhen a structure services in 1989. All income groups have bene-
refornm program corrmbines trade liberalization with fited from the efficiency gains induced by privatization,
a stabilizition prg,rim that nctreases oLtIpIt. rhe and these gains (relative to spending on utilities) have
ratio. declinesign,ii.cantl. A stabilizarion prOgram been similar across income groups (Table 9.2). In
(har incretses DI' grovth b! I percentagce point Uruguay, for example, a 1989 plebiscite rejected privati-

o,ould bc iuftiLient ro low.er the ratio from four to zation legislation. Yet a recent study shows that inefficien-

lesS than one. cies in public utilities add 30 percent to the average
Uruguayan's electricity, water, and telephone bills. And as
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can be used to block reform, we focus here on two princi-

Figure 9.1 Older workers will lose from pal ones: the electoral and party system and the system of
reforming pensions, but the young will gain checks and balances. The point is not that institutions

should be redesigned and changed frequently to facilitate
PYojeCted net gains from pensior, prvatization n Ere reform, or that a single design is desirable for all countries
Unned States atiousarnid of dollars pr-r contribulorI and situations. The aim, rather, is to show how elements

of the underlying institutional framework can condition
8 both the attempt to reform and the response.

ELECTORAL AND PARTY SYSTEMS. As has been empha-
sized throughout this Report, institutional choices are sel-

.4 | 1idom clear-cut: they will involve a careful tradeoff between

2 i allowing state officials flexibility and imposing appropri-
ate restraints on them. Experience with proportional elec-

ci | | _1 l toral systems is a case in point. Such systems are associated
with coalition governments, which can be desirable to the

-2 s Si l l extent that they bring more voices to the cabinet table and

-4 S l -put a high value on consensus. Yet the same characteris-
tics can also be a barrier to reform, leading to long delays

-63 in policymaking and higher fiscal deficits because of the
5 1c' 15 20 25 30 35 -10 45 5') 5~ '" need to buy off sectoral or regional interests. Research has

Age isearsi shown that countries with large and fragmented coalitions

fioie: Data arE agghegate iretne gainrs or ic-c-ses ~i 1995 tend to have more difficulty adjusting to external shocks,
pres.enl 'lue uACg S perven[ derort raie Sur,:e such as the 1973-74 oil price hikes. Both Belgium's and
and Sarnm,c 1990- Italy's very high levels of public debt have been partly

attributed to two decades of being governed by large and
unstable coalitions.

Brazil provides another illustration of how electoral
we saw in Box 4.2, many of the arguments commonly and party systems can interact with economic policy. The
offered against privatization are not valid. social security bill proposed by the administration of Pres-

So why is privatization still resisted in some countries? ident Fernando Henrique Cardoso in June 1996 was
This reluctance to implement welfare-improving reforms defeated in the lower house of the legislature, despite a
is linked to at least three factors: formal majority in favor of the government alliance, be-

cause certain interest groups (civil servants and teachers,
* The perceived uncertainty of the outcome of reform, among others) exploited constitutionally protected privi-

which impedes the creation of a strong constituency for leges and a political system that discourages stable voting
reform and raises concerns that the immediate response majorities in the congress. The fact that deputies belong-
may be social unrest, while the benefits are only realized ing to the alliance voted against the bill reflects the
later

* The fact that private operators typically have to make
changes that are detrimental to certain groups in order
for the efficiency gains to materialize Table 9.2 Estimated efficiency gains from

* The fact that different groups may hold conflicting privatizing utilities In Argentina
views about the role of the state-for instance, in many Gains per dollar
countries that have previously relied entirely on state Efficiency gains of expenditure
utilities, many groups continue to resist privatization Income (milions of 1993 on utilities
on ideological grounds. quintile dollars) Ipercent)

Poorest 205 3C0

Institutional design Seccnd 222 27

The preceding discussion has identified the losers from FoiJr-ti 335 27
reform as potentially powerful obstacles. But whether or RP.hes t 549 31
not these groups prevail in a given instance will often be Total 1.653 30
determined by the design of state institutions. Rather than E.,a:e *en.,,r t r anri R.nre,o 19C.;e

attempt an exhaustive account of how state institutions
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unusual autonomy of elected officials from political par- larly, as Chapter 7 showed, an ill-designed decentraliza-
ties that characterizes Brazil's system of proportional rep- tion that leads to capture of local authority by special
resentation. A 1991 study of Brazil's electoral and party interests can prevent the adoption of sound reforms.
system found that representatives had belonged to an Although the presence of many veto points can some-
average of three political parties, and that in 1987-90 times contribute to delays, some evidence suggests that it
one-third of the 559 representatives had switched parties has helped contain the expansion of the welfare state. As
since being elected in 1986. A bill to reform some aspects Figure 9.2 shows, the constitutional division of power
of party legislation may be voted in the congress in 1997. ranks second only to aging in explaining changes in wel-

In Uruguay a number of institutions have speeded fare spending. As incomes per capita increase, demand for
some reforms-and held back others. One of the pecu- government transfers also rises. Countries with fewer veto
liarities of the country's electoral system, prior to the points in their state structure (such as Sweden and Den-
recent reform, was that party primaries and general elec- mark) are more receptive to these demands. By contrast,
tions were held simultaneously. As a result, the winning the greater number of veto points in Switzerland-a fed-
presidential candidate received only a minority of the total eral state with a bicameral legislature-has blocked many
vote and had to build alliances with opponents in the par- initiatives to expand welfare programs. Reforming the
liament. In the November 1994 election the winning can- welfare state will therefore require going beyond stream-
didate received only 24 percent of the vote, and the three lining the functioning of transfer programs. Indeed, this
main parties each received more than 30 percent. Such an was recognized by the 1992 Swedish commission on state
electoral system tends to be candidate centered and con- reform, which recommended strengthening the executive
ducive to faction. Hence, groups that are able to mobilize by introducing a constructive vote of no confidence,
politically reap the most benefits. Another distinctive allowing the government to ask parliament to vote on
feature of Uruguay's political system is its heavy reliance measures as a package rather than line by line, extending
on direct democracy (through plebiscites) to decide on the time between elections from four to five years, and
features of the public pension system. In 1992 voters reducing the size of the parliament by half.
reversed major privatization legislation. And a 1989 POLITICAL REGIME. The choice of political regime has
plebiscite, initiated by the association of pensioners, guar- justifications that go far beyond economic conditions. Yet
antees full wage indexation every three months. These the strong links between state institutions and policy out-
institutional designs help explain why pension expendi-
tures relative to GDP are about 35 percent higher in
Uruguay than in the United States, even though the two
countries have roughly the same proportion of elderly in Figure 9.2 Multiple veto points help countries

the population (16 percent). ~resist pressure to expand welfarethe population (16 percent).
Uruguay has since recognized that its electoral system Contributors to welfare expenditure

is an impediment to a well-functioning state. A new sys-
tem was approved by the parliament in October 1996. It H,grer Tr,re oi

would end simultaneous voting for primaries and general u gSernmern

elections, and it would require a second-round ballot
between the two presidential front-runners when neither rv11ore ericieni

has managed to secure 50 percent of the vote. These 9%

changes are expected to strengthen party discipline and
deter factionalism. N NNS v

CHECKS AND BALA4NCES. Chapter 6 showed how and
ConStRuurrnalwhy inadequate checks and balances can lead to arbitrary o H,grr GDP Cor,Jsrtrur,e,nr

government decisions and behavior. The veto points arise popularion per cDpia fewer wet,': rpo,rts

at three levels: the separation between the legislative and 51 p .., 1-

the executive branches, the division of the legislature into
separate chambers, and the division of power between
national and subnational governments. A bias toward the ii'.re. E,':r rer,r.-nl i T--,in-l,.*i .,rrnon .I

status quo develops when the state supports many institu- Tn3r :rt . *,r..e rnr -pcr,'Jau :r, :rli

tional veto points, and groups that oppose change can *r-rnpr.f'i U rrI . a;s,riar r Pe r l'} ,

exert power at one or more levels. In a presidential system, r or ,he e'- *1 n;5- Te- nr,.: ,I r lore fj -T,,_

for example, gridlock can emerge when different parties or 0.wl,,Io EarI~ sink ,T:a.:uiay. n;

coalitions control the executive and the legislature. Simi-
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Box 9.2 The predatory state under the Duvalier dynasty in Haiti

Haiti b.canme independent in 18I14. A pr-daitorn ra[e lon Fon Ing a butine' irriskc in 1 ;-. [he police
aro t Ehere ben.eern 1S-t and [91c a period charac- lerc 3Aurhorized to opcn [he shoph of str!Iing mfler-
rcrizcd bv short-lived rulers. oftcn remosedl bv coups. chant' and di'rribure their mcrchandisc. Sgnihlcarat
driv-en bv rhe cre-ation of pcrisnal wcalth. 0tf rxienrx-- reseurccs %%cre det.ted toI prote.ttng Duahlier hin'edl
two adminiscraticins during thar peritd eleven held 0 percent ot tortal e\pendirure4 durtni, rhe first hal ot'
office for les, than a year. and .nly -.ne mmnaiz to rh, 6I 1ii;. A5frilU I(rre. partucularlx c ffcc. '-aS heavill-
complere its term. rtxed. Somc source etimate that Duvalter translic red

The LUnited Strare occupied che countrom Inl l m rcr than milli:on a Near out ot H.1aiti ftr per5onal
to '3-4. but the logic of a predacon stare remained purposses. Larie- cale bribes also rocnk placc rhrough
unchanged In l1'5 the demnocraticallveylected go-crn- deals iih forcion in:sror on proiect, [h.it .rten
nient of Fran;ois (Papa Doc I Du-alier [ook rhir IoQIC ncver mrateriallidcl. Extortion under rhe veil of ', lln-
to- a new Ievel. 'tarting wvith an unprecedentcd purc o- tirv donaiion; va, inticuilonahclid undcr the NlI.ue-
c'vil socierv. the inhetited arnm', political opp.oition. rient de Renov-aionn Nationale. A pseudo-oldl-age
and other branchei ot government. \\ ithin tw'o pen;ion %% ith a . percn dedLuction wia creatld. -nd

month, of co-miii- ti: power. Du'alicr had i ailed I l j el g% ernnienrr crnplo! .ee e ere torced to bu- a aSI-1; boolI:
political opponents. The Catholic Church '.as per- . -.nL.aining Duvalietsr'; Aches .a,n Lunornvuw 'j,c -
ceived as a rhrear, anrd piritual leaders %vere expelled. trrirnent fund collected taxes and l cxics. %A hich .urc
The mass media w-ere silenced through rhe expulsion of .: clutded from The budger. and no aecountinn,_s a,
foreirn lournahits. and a 19%,S code alloo.ed the eov- made of thnr LtIC
ernnienr to shoot rcporiers charged %arh sprcading Ater nearl- rhir; .car, of rule, the Du-..ier

fakle new-s.' Imprionmnrenr of the parents of strikitnge dvnasrs fcll in 111 %, w-hen Jean-Claude 1IBbs D.c 
srudents 'sas made mandators-. After lifitrig parlianln- Ir. w-ho had nher!ted the preidenc- from I1
tr, irnnmunirv in WIiS. Duahlier di;s4okcd. :e b.th the father. oent inro e:ile in France % ih an estinated 4 1.1

Senate aid the Ckharmber of Deputics. Nlndern militir', billion at hi, disposal. Haitis history ai a prcdator..
equipmnen v.as stored in the basemenrt of thc pr-idcn- s[at ccoes a lon, w-,a% toward e-;plaininE tii dismal eco-
Tial palace, and nmore rhan 21) otfticcrs we,fre reno. cd in normic pei tOrnrance Dluring I '9I-'PU grov.-th in G1NP
[)uvalier's tirsr eleven vearh of power. In I%-i D.)ua ietr per capaia a era.cd -II perce1r and social indicators
declared himself prestdent h.r life. remain the worst in the \Ve;tern Henisphert. Gi. cn

Thr economiic Pllar; of Haiti s predatron stare 'Acre the leqacie~ f the predator staite Haim; s hicr-
es-propriauon. exmOron. the intlation ras. and corrup- rentins pcrhaps the biggesi c'bstacle to chance

comes raise the question of whether obstacles to reform The end of the Cold War, combined with pressure
may be embedded in the political regime. Some observers from citizens, should lessen the risks of extreme state cap-
have argued that nondemocratic regimes, by having fewer ture embodied in a predatory state, with many countries
veto points, are more conducive to economic development. now having adopted elements of democratic regimes (such
The reality is more complicated: no single type of regime as free and open elections). But researchers have yet to
can guarantee economic and social progress. We do know, reach a consensus on the precise relationship between
however, that one kind of regime-the so-called predatory growth and democracy: about one-fifth of the studies find
state-can be almost guaranteed to produce economic a positive relationship, one-fifth a negative relationship,
stagnation. The focus of such a state is on the extraction of and the rest are inconclusive. The analysis of the determi-
economic rents from the citizenry by those in power. It nants of growth summarized in Chapter 2 found no statis-
does so by specifying property rights in a way that maxi- tically significant correlation between the two. And cer-
mizes the revenue of the group in power, regardless of the tainly, economic performance among developing countries
impact on the wealth of the society as a whole. Haiti under classified as sustained democracies has varied considerably.
the Duvalier regime (Box 9.2) and Romania under Nicolae The experience of countries that have combined polit-
Ceausescu are prime examples. A predatory state is incon- ical transformation with the transition from a planned to
sistent with economic development because it discourages a market economy suggests equally mixed conclusions
productivity and leads to misallocation of resources, culmi- with regard to the relationship between democracy and
nating sometimes in the collapse of the state itself. reform. As noted in Chapter 7, using the ballot box to
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punish or reward politicians for past performance (retro-
spective voting) could be a powerful way to ensure Box 9.3 Reform under external threat:
accountability and good policy outcomes. But the road The Meiji restoration in Japan
can be rocky at first. Indeed, governments' initial reaction
to greater political contestability may add to the difficulty The inTrusion of Western powvers into national
of improving institutions, and transitions to democracy commerce "as the impetus for reflrm in japan.
are sometimes associated with increased budget deficits Starting in the 1840s. Japan vas under increasing
and inflation. pressure from [hc \\es[ to grant commercial and

Sub-Saharan Africa has witnessed about twenty-seven trade pri-ileges. The Tukuawa. leadership *ias
elections since 1990, twenty-one of which were in coun- aWare that Japan s technological and military
tries holding elections for the first time. Young democra- prowess lagged. ard in 1 854 apan had little choice
cies are not immune to the electoral cycle. Before Ghana's but to accede to Commodore Perry's demand that
1992 elections, the government increased outlays and the ,ome ports be opencd ro American ships. Similar
wage bill at the cost of macroeconomic stability and sub- artangenlenr w-ith other foreign governments fol-
sequent inflation. In Sub-Saharan Africa the numbers of lowed. B l6y ; W6 estern powers had restricted
ministerial positions and legislative seats have increased Japan's abillrv to lev import tariffs: rhe highest rate
by 22 percent during the political transition that began * as set at ' percent. In 1868 a coalition of feudal
in 1989. The governments of Cameroon, Malawi, and lords oxerrhre%% the Tokugawa familyv, wNhich had
Senegal all have more than thirty ministers each. A careful ruled lapan for more than two centuries. and
prioritization of policy issues is difficult to achieve in such replaced it w i[h a leadership that %,oould modernize
an atmosphere. Bolivia, for instance, has responded by lapan and transform it into a councrn better able to
putting legal restrictions on the size of the cabinet: only face Lip 1t foreign threat. This so-called Mleiji
two additional ministries may be created, and those on a restoration niarked the beginning ot modern
temporary basis. These experiences suggest that states need Japan s economi;c gro0 oh.

skill to manage the political transition in such a way that Reforms follov. ing the restoration transformed
it does not impede the development agenda. [he Japanese state and society. Thc class system was
When and why do countries reform? abolkihed, a new s'srem of local and national gov-

ernment was set up. and conscription into the armsn
Insights about the circumstances under which reforms are and the navy was insEtruted. To establish [he basis
likely to succeed are as useful as insights about the obsta- for a sound fiscal s ysem, the government under-
cles to reform. Indeed, the two are related. If circum- took a land serUn, established Lides, and imple-
stances are conducive to reform, the first step is to alter menred a land ta. pa -yable in cash. Education w-as
the dynamics that created the status quo. The following graduall.' made compulsory. so thar by the mid-
sections describe how an external threat or an economic 1 SSOs almov, half of school-agc children were
crisis-real or perceived-may override resistance to attending ,choo!. The Bank of Japan i the central
change. They may. But they have not always done so. It bank) ;%as crea[ed. and bureaucratic reforms were
remains a puzzle why some countries reform in such undertaken, laying the ground for the recruitment
extreme circumstances and others do not. of sta[e officials baed on merit. not patronage.

Moreov-er. the nc%% regrime undertook initiatives
External threat that today would be called indtustrial policies: it
A growing external military threat has often triggered establiBhed and opprated factories I sillk, brick. glass,
reform. Until recently, a country's lagging technological cement, textiles, shipyardsl. subsidized industries.
and economic performance became evident only during imporred rechnicianm. and sent students abroad.
wartime. In the 1700s and 1800s the leadership of the
Ottoman Empire reorganized the military and made
broad reforms in education and governance, in response important demonstration effects. Chile's economic success
to battlefield losses to European powers. Similarly, the clearly inspired other Latin American countries to under-
Meiji restoration in Japan in 1868 was motivated by a take reform in the late 1980s, as did the success of Japan
desire to strengthen the state against the encroachments of and, later, that of the Republic of Korea and Taiwan
Western powers (Box 9.3). (China) in East and Southeast Asia. Economic reform in

Today, military confrontation plays a smaller role in China can be explained by many factors. But among them
driving reform. But the perception that a country is lag- was the demonstration effect of its neighbors' economic
ging behind its neighbors economically often leads to success and an unwillingness to be left behind.
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Economic crisis and problems of social mistrust. A balance must be struck
Since the early 1980s, economic crisis has been by far the berween clear rules that circumscribe the freedom of state
most important factor driving the introduction of ambi- officials to act opportunistically, and the need for them to
tious reforms. As the failure of prevailing policies becomes act flexibly and responsively. An effective state operates
widely recognized, popular demands for reform become with clear and transparent rules, yet is quick to exploit
more vocal, and politicians more willing to risk radical opportunities and to reverse course when circumstances
change. Economic crisis-particularly hyperinflation and demand it.
deep recession-preceded economic reform in, for exam- The obstacles to building an effective state are not insur-
ple, Indonesia in 1961-64 and Peru in 1990. Yet other mountable. Change has a better chance of success when
countries in dire economic straits have failed to take cor- policymakers do three things: tactically design and
rective measures, while several countries have not needed sequence reforms, compensate losers, and build consensus.
a deep crisis to spur reform. Economic crisis cannot be We take up each of these in the following discussion. But
credited with stimulating reform in Australia (1983), in some cases institutions must be modified to make the
Colombia (1989), or Portugal (1985). state function better: it is no longer a question of tactics but

Economic crisis and civil conflict often feed on one of fundamental reform. One lesson is clear: all these
another, leading to near disintegration of the state (for changes are a good deal more difficult-impossible, even-
example, in Liberia and Somalia). Such crises have in the absence of leaders with a clear vision of the future.
immense social costs and offer little hope for quick reso-
lution, for state capability matters when it comes to turn- Tactical design and sequencing
ing a crisis into an opportunity. Yet political leadership Tactical design and sequencing of reform can improve the
and political entrepreneurship are also important. And chances of success by recognizing the constraints of exist-
often political leaders who can convert opportunities for ing state capabilities, diluting resistance to change, and
economic gain into reality can capitalize on the benefits of building a constituency in favor of reform.
successful reform. MATCHING ROLE TO CAPABILITY. As emphasized

Even in time of crisis, incumbents are often more reluc- throughout this Report, a good match between the state's
tant to embrace reform than are newcomers. Thus, a role and its capability is the key to effective policies. A
change in government in the middle of an economic crisis mismatch between capability and action can compromise
(as in Peru and Poland in 1990) may provide the added the sustainability and effectiveness of reforms even in the
impetus needed to get reform started. Terrorism, hyper- absence of political obstacles. Regulatory reform-
inflation, and the poor performance of traditional parties whether of antitrust, environmental, or financial regula-
in Peru all gave the new president, Alberto Fujimori, room tion-should reflect institutional capabilities (see Table
to maneuver. On the other hand, Colombia's reforms took 4.2). For instance, price-cap regulation, in which the reg-
place in 1989, toward the end of the administration of ulator sets the adjustment factor used in determining a
Virgilio Barco, when the economy was not in crisis. So monopoly utility's prices, is more suited to countries with
honeymoon periods and economic crisis provide an oppor- relatively strong institutions. Similarly, mechanisms to
tunity, but not the only opportunity, for embarking on improve the delivery of services have to take into account
reform. More important, even in countries where eco- not only the characteristics of the service but also the
nomic crisis has triggered reform, the depth of reform has capability of the state (see Table 5.1). Within the core
tended to be modest. Lasting improvements in economic public sector (in education and health care, for example),
performance have often remained elusive. Economic crisis using performance-based agencies and formal contracts
may provide an opportunity to go beyond stabilization, requires an institutional capability that many develop-
but whether or not countries seize the opportunity de- ing countries lack. In these cases such institution-heavy
pends on the redistributive effects, the state's initial capa- approaches are unworkable. Capability constraints should
bility, and political leadership. Deep institutional reforms also loom large in the choice of a decentralization strategy
are unlikely to result from a reform agenda triggered and (see Table 7.5). Where capability is low in both cen-
driven by crisis alone. tral and local government, a cautious decentralization
Implementing and sustaining reform strategy with pilot testing is probably the best course. But,

as Part Three of this Report showed, capability is not
Reform of the state means not only reform of policies but destiny. And the return to improving capability is signifi-
also an institutionalization of good rules of behavior for cant indeed.
government agencies. Institutions must be created that STRATEGIC SEQUENCING AS A FIRST STEP TO IMPROVING
help avoid heavy discounting of the benefits from CAPABILITY. Where administrative capability is weak, rather
reforms, paralysis due to unfamiliar new circumstances, than attempt comprehensive reforms of all institutions,
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countries might do better to reform key functions and The strategic enclave approach allows countries to
agencies selectively. Besides being consistent with fiscal adopt the first generation of reforms (Table 9.3). These
and human resource constraints, this approach has two reforms-which can mostly be enacted through executive
advantages. First, it allows reformers to learn from the order-typically involve stabilization and selected struc-
unavoidable mistakes associated with institution building. tural reforms. But an excessively narrow approach to en-
Second, by beginning with the most promising agencies, claving can impede the deeper institutional changes
reformers can count on demonstration effects for the rest required by the second generation of reforms. And prog-
of the public sector. These two advantages increase the ress in the social sectors has generally been modest. For
likelihood of achieving a series of success stories that will example, in Ghana, one of the pioneer reformers in Sub-
maintain political support of an overall reform program. Saharan Africa, health expenditures have become even

Many countries have used this strategic approach, more regressive since reforms began. Deep institutional
beginning reform with a few critical enclaves. Candidates reforms take time and are complex, and opposition by
for early treatment typically include the ministry of interest groups (for example, the teachers union in
finance, the central bank, and the tax collection agency. In Colombia) is often strong. For countries trapped in the
both Peru and Ghana, for example, very low tax revenues first generation of reforms, sustainable long-term develop-
forced the government to make swift changes in tax col- ment will be elusive.
lection. Yet any country following such a strategy must Countries can implement a strategy that enables them
ensure that the assignment of policy responsibilities to escape the enclave trap. Such a strategy involves, above
among agencies and ministries takes into account where all, agreeing on clear rules for the conditions under which
the relevant professional expertise is concentrated, and agencies outside the original enclave will be brought
that mandates are broadly consonant with the public within the reform program. These rules provide a bridge
interest at large. For instance, a tariff regime that is man- between the first- and second-generation reforms, while
aged out of the finance ministry is likely to emphasize rev- mitigating animosities from agencies outside the enclave.
enue goals over industry protection-the priorities would The Bolivian civil service reform has rightly moved in that
probably be reversed if the ministry of commerce were in direction. Embedded in the 1990 Financial Administra-
charge. Transforming quantitative restrictions into tariffs tion Act and associated agency-specific regulations are a
would typically receive more support from the treasury series of rules governing which entities are eligible to
(see Table 9.1). The appropriate assignment of policy recruit highly paid civil servants, what conditions these
responsibilities can help sustain reform by influencing entities have to meet in order to qualify, and what is
what gets approved and in what order. expected from them once they have implemented the

Table 9.3 First- and second-generation reforms

First generation Second generation
Main otjectw.ss Crisis i, ,rinagenlenl: reduciLn£ inflation and In;provirig soc,al conditions and cornpetitiveness.

reSt,:nrr gror.tfl rnaintaining rll;croec onornic Stability

In.;rurnerins D,as,C buoteL cuts. ta. refornm. crice Cltl serv-e relormn. labor reforrm restructuring Of
hu.r3irrr,on. r.rae an;r foreinr, in%esrnient social rninistries,. judicial reforrni. nodernizing of
liberaliraron. rderegulation, social funds lhe legislarurew. jDgradirig of re2ularors capacity.
aiitofnlrP.'is contracting agencies. soune igiploroed ta, collecrion. iargec-.cale or.natazatiorn.
cr. aizalron resiruct-uring of central-local eoverrnrrent

relaulonships

A,:,r. Presiler .cnriic cabinet. ceniral bark. PresdirJenc, and, crait;net. legialature. ci,,l sernoce
niultil3iter.aI fi,nncial insuitutions. pr are financial judicar.. unions. o-jlitcal parres. imedia, state
proAps toreg,Ln portfoiirjnesiors ar,d local govemnrneriTs. prl%ate secto,.

mnultilateral financial ,institUilons

13ail ch;allenge Ma13croeconorric niaragemerie b, an irsulateo instituliional de!elopmenk lignib dlepedent on
uechrc.-.ratc .l.rikte middle rnansgenmeiti Irn Le pubic secetor
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reform. Yet Ecuador's experience with a similar reform reduction in rates, which was supposed to be accompanied
strategy illustrates that it requires a firm commitment to by a removal of tax holidays. But the powerful agricultural
the program to ensure that these rules are implemented in lobby blocked the lifting of exemptions, and an attempt in
practice. Two months after finalizing the rules governing 1993 to introduce a tax on rich farmers was circumvented
administrative reform, the secretary in charge declared all by raising the exemption ceiling tenfold. By contrast, even
central administration entities "restructured" and granted a revenue-neutral tax rate reduction combined with a
salary enhancement, although none had met the eligibil- broadening of the tax base would have cut distortions
ity conditions. Rules can underpin a commitment to without creating losers. A back-of-the-envelope estimate of
reform-but they cannot substitute for it. the benefit of reduced distortions suggests it would be

GRADuAL PHASING OUT. Matching the state's role to upward of 1.4 percent of GDP (see the Technical Note).
its capability and going beyond enclaving sometimes EFFICIENCY VERSUS TACTICAL SEQUENCING. The opti-
require replacing a public agency with a private one. This, mal sequencing from an efficiency standpoint may not be
in turn, may call for a two-stage strategy to circumvent politically feasible. For example, efficiency considerations
resistance. During the first phase, an opting-out mecha- dictate setting up a credible and stable regulatory agency
nism might be put in place, to allow people to switch to before privatizing telecommunications. This sequencing
private providers if they want to. Wider recognition of the reduces the risk involved in the purchase, hence increasing
benefits of better services can then make it easier to carry the selling price of the company. Argentina, however, did
out the second phase: getting rid of the public providers. not follow this sequence. Instead the country's telephone

Sri Lanka's 1991 Telecommunications Act shows the monopoly was sold a year before a new regulatory agency
benefits of such a strategy. This act created the regulatory was set up. This strategy was adopted to speed privatiza-
agency and allowed private operators to compete with the tion and prevent opposition to the reform. Regulatory
state monopoly Sri Lanka Telecom (SLT) in value added uncertainty may have reduced the selling price, but the
telecommunication services. The legal and regulatory political feasibility of the reform was greatly enhanced.
framework has contributed to making Sri Lanka one of And as noted above, the efficiency gains induced by the
the most liberalized telecommunications markets in Asia. overall privatization program were significant (Table 9.2).
By 1995 there were four mobile cellular operators, five Moreover, countries choosing for political reasons to
paging companies, three data transmission service reverse the most efficient sequencing might mitigate the
providers, and one Internet provider. At the end of 1995, disadvantages of the lower initial selling price by selling
20 percent of all telephone subscribers were connected to shares in stages, as the reform's credibility improves.
cellular services. Competition between the cellular opera- COMBINING AND PACKAGING REFORMS. Introducing
tors has led to some of the lowest tariffs in the region, and the right mix of reforms could allow key constituencies to
these services are increasingly seen as a credible alternative balance their gains and losses, hence reducing the political
to SLT's wired services. To reduce unsatisfied demand cost of the reform (see Box 9.1). This strategy was pursued
quickly, in early 1996 the telecommunications regulatory by New Zealand's Labour government in the 1980s. Min-
agency licensed two. fixed wireless private operators for ister of Finance Roger Douglas persuaded agricultural
basic telecommunications services. These impressive groups that losing their subsidies was essential to the total
results have created pressure for better performance by the reform package, which benefited farmers by cutting tar-
public telecommunications company. Consistent with a iffs, lowering inflation, and addressing the bias against
two-stage phasing-out strategy, the government has exports. Similarly, in Bolivia the broad reform package
announced the sale of 34 percent of SLT's equity to a introduced in 1985 by the government of Victor Paz
strategic investor. Estenssoro, in a context of hyperinflation, managed to cir-

Peru's pension reform illustrates how gradual phasing cumvent labor opposition, which had vetoed previous
out can be applied to the social sectors as well. When the reform plans. Although support from the two main polit-
reform was launched in 1993, workers were allowed to ical parties helped, the speed and comprehensiveness of
choose between public and private pension providers. In the reform prevented pressure groups from organizing to
1996 disincentives for joining a private provider were derail it.
removed, leading to a de facto phasing out of the public When deep macroeconomic imbalances have to be cor-
scheme. During the second stage a strong constituency in rected, packaging some reforms could increase their politi-
favor of the reform was formed, comprising workers cal feasibility. For example, trade liberalization is often eas-
who had already shifted to a private provider and pension ier to implement in conjunction with an adjustment
fund managers. By contrast, the sequencing of Pakistan's program, because the gains from improved macro-
direct tax reform seems to have greatly reduced the chances economic policy (in lower inflation and positive growth)
of success. The government began the reform with a can offset the distributive effects of liberalization (see Box
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9.1). Broad reforms may also enhance credibility. In 1990 * Tangible benefits accrue to citizens early in the process.
the Polish government freed 90 percent of prices, elimi- Beginning in May 1997 each person over 65 will get an
nated most trade barriers, abolished state trading monopo- annuity from the capitalization program with an esti-
lies, and made its currency convertible for current account mated value of $200 to $225. Bolivia's income per
transactions. After an initial decline in output in 1990-91, capita, for comparison, was $770 in 1994.
the Polish economy has recorded vigorous growth. * A concern often raised by opponents of privatization,

namely, that it provides an opportunity for corruption,
Compensation is somewhat mitigated (whether warranted or not)
SEVERANCE PACKAGES. Both matching the state's role to because the state does not receive funds.
its capability and enhancing its capability require not only
tactical design and sequencing but also the compensation The Bolivian and Czech experiences show how a care-
of groups adversely affected by reform, to secure their sup- fully designed privatization program can enhance political
port. These groups are not always the poorest in society. feasibility and achieve sustainable efficiency gains, but
They may, for example, include bureaucrats whose jobs poorly designed versions of these strategies can backfire.
are being eliminated, managers of privatized state enter-
prises, and businesspeople used to operating behind high Building consensus
levels of trade protection. Although compensation might Reforming the state requires cooperation from all major
be economically costly in the short run, it will pay off in groups in society. Deep-seated differences and mutual
the long run to the extent that it eases opposition to suspicions among groups can delay or kill reform. There
reform. A recent study of retrenchment programs found are no quick fixes for reversing age-old enmities, but social
that, on average, the associated benefits in terms of pro- pacts can help. In a social pact, business, labor, and agri-
ductivity gains and wage bill savings offset the compensa- cultural interests negotiate the terms of a contract with
tion cost after only 1.7 years. Three factors show why sev- government leaders, setting clearly defined responsibilities
erance payments can be so important to the success of for each group. This approach has proved successful in
reform. First, political feasibility may require that countries as diverse as Spain and Benin. In Spain a minor-
retrenchment be done on a voluntary basis. Second, even ity government was able to impose wage restraint by
where political constraints are not a factor, the law may bringing all political parties to the negotiating table
preclude involuntary separation, as in the case of the Cen- and developing a common program, later known as the
tral Bank of Ecuador. Third, most developing countries Moncloa Pacts (Box 9.4). Benin's second democratically
do not have an unemployment insurance scheme, and sev- elected government organized a consultation with politi-
erance pay then becomes a close substitute. cal parties and civil society on taking office in May 1996.

Designing severance schemes that take into account This National Economic Conference created a number of
broader characteristics of workers can help make politi- sectoral working groups and made specific recommenda-
cally feasible retrenchment less costly and better targeted. tions about the role of the state. Whether this initiative
One such mechanism is to set ceilings on the number of will translate into a consensus around an economic pro-
departures by skill level. In Argentina, for instance, gram remains to be seen.
trained professionals from the National Institute of Agri-
cultural Technology were made ineligible for voluntary Leadership and vision
retirement packages. It is also important when designing There is no universal blueprint for reform. But almost
retrenchment programs to establish built-in mechanisms all successful reform episodes in developing economies
that prevent rehiring, which would defeat the purpose. have had one common feature: they have been crafted by

EQUITY INCENTIVES. In some cases compensation goes dynamic leaders who shepherded changes through com-
beyond generous severance payments: labor, manage- plicated political terrain. Such leaders seize opportunities
ment, or the public at large may be given a share of priva- as they appear, but they also create them, by identifying
tized enterprises. Bolivia's capitalization program is a very and reaching out to potential beneficiaries, reshaping
innovative approach. At least three features of the pro- institutions, and articulating a compelling and achiev-
gram increased its political acceptance without compro- able vision for the future. Political leadership is particu-
mising on efficiency gains: larly important in countries that lack trust and cohesion

among different social groups. When businesspeople mis-
* By distributing shares to employees and pensioners, the trust bureaucrats, workers are wary of managers, and

program circumvented the resistance to privatization farmers are suspicious of everyone, sensible reforms can
that often occurs when assets are sold entirely to foreign stall. Leaders must instill a sense of common purpose that
companies. minimizes polarization.
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Box 9.4 The Moncloa Pacts in Spain

Adolko Suarez %ai iuiined chief ot governrnnr bh: alreenienfts, rcachcd In October . hati c,-rni to hc
Spain'%l King luan CLrlos I in lul% I' I- %. earl in the called che NIoncloai Iactcs .A_reemenn arnong rhe pilit-
transirion ro dcrmocrac, ftllow.ing ( ner.dJismi. Fran- cal parriev proved casier ro achicue heeaause the parrn
cisco Franco,'.; deIah in NovembeCr 1V)-. Swarez strtned Icaders tcrc mnore moderate thain the intereest iroups
bL nirituiine political reforrms. he re:l7eniz1 f tr.c rhry re-presented. and becauc, khe h3r letr ithich hiad
rrade urnions and the right to strilke, le-aliezd all poli[- n10 prliaimentarn reprcvnration coutild be ec:cludecl.
ical parties ehicludinc the Communist P.urrl. pro- T'ht pacts %sent hir be-ond c al e rtstrainm and
claimed a political amrncsr, and passed a nes clccioral encornpa-oed prow.;on, in monetar- and fhca] p;,i-
law. The tir,t tree elecctons since the Spanish ci% il iar cies and .vrtuctural tctorms as %v1ll They, prom,ed a
w-ere held on JuneI S. I'--. Suare von the electrions. 're-.: rame%ork for labor relations i' ith increased
but hii ncsiy- created parn!. the Center Dcmocritic labor marker fleN.ibrirv, a m]ore progressv-e ra,. ss tem.
Union. held onlv 4 percent cf the seacts in parliament. and the ratir:nali7an.rt inid decenrraliLalion of public

The elections tc,ok place as the econom, %. aj tfaling enrerproes. Imporrantly. the pacts ct-ntainecd neasureN
into a crisis. Intlation and unemplos menn verc both tE. compensate -.tortker, t;ar scme of the cco-rs thar
on the rise. and rhe t-crernal balance was cdeterioratInn adjustment v,sa expeccted to impose on thcm. Inresield
rapidly. As part ot its anu-inflationarn- dri e idl its sta[c spendling on i,lb creation and uneinplo%nient
polic of external liberihlation the Suirez gov-ernmnent nmurance. thb progre&s!i ex\tension of unemnployment
iouhtu to reduce waLe grovt-Eh. But rather tharn con- inuLrance ito all the unernpl,cvd. and somc price con-
tfrunt the la.bor movement aind the trade unions, Suarez [rok %%erc amon;g the crmpe:nsator\ measures. Gjven
wo0k a consensual approach to irncome~ polic%. Peak that Spain ilreid' hacl thC Kiohest l -eel of wc re-,rkr con-
b3usiness and labor associaions wcre brought togt[her Plict in ll of,: Europc. tertrng labor tO i alo-n,, with
in late summer 1tl--to forge a common p.0>lutin. fundalmental retormr v. !thoLtI these ct:nets ions .;as a
These atrempt; failed, ho.e-er, because of deep dri- malor achievement

Sions % %thin busine;. and labor. Labor. fiat e);ample. AlthoLigh not all the pron1seni madc in the Nluncloa
was represientcd by cfficials r'ro.n at leasr tour di,rinci Pacts iepcciallt those in rhe daJr' of libor market
political leanings. Na onie w%anred to appear to be mak- retoirm and pl.blic enterprisesl %iere fulfilled the pacts
ing c CSnceions etc success-ulI In achle - their prumar-.' turqe. Price

Suarez then changed iraitegn and soug-ht jcgreement and ".ate inflatiin %.ai %harpl% redLIced after I -. and
am1ong parrm racher than class leaders. The resulting rht current account gap iv.ah closed.

The purpose of reform is to enhance economic well- contrast, Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad's policy ini-
being. The consequences of reform are often measured tiatives in the 1990s were packaged in his Vision 2020,
using quantifiable yardsticks, such as national income, which set the eye-catching target of raising Malaysian living
exports, or inflation. But an equally important aspect of standards to industrial-country levels by 2020.
reform is whether it succeeds in reshaping the values and
norms of the state and the state's relationship to the econ- Strategic options: Finding the route to reform
omy. It is this transformation that ultimately legitimates Machiavelli rightly recognized that distributional conflicts
reforms in the public eye. Thus political leaders must offer lie at the heart of the difficulties of reforming the state. Yet
a compelling vision, beyond the dry realities of economic such conflicts, and the constraints embedded in state insti-
efficiency, about where their societies are headed. Such a tutions which can exacerbate them, are not immutable.
vision can motivate and rally support for reforms. Change will come when the incentives to throw out the

For example, in some transition economies-such as the old policies and institutional arrangements become
Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland-reform was aided stronger than the incentives to keep them. An economic
by the prospect of joining the European Union. The same crisis or an external threat may provide the impetus for ini-
desire motivated reform in Spain and Portugal in the early tiating reforms. But its precise timing can be prolonged if
1980s. In other instances a clear vision does not present those who control state power stick with outdated policies
itself so easily. Venezuela's reforms under Carlos Andres because it is in their (or their allies') interest that it be so.
Perez were a political failure because there was no coherent Sometimes the delays can be painfully long, as in Haiti
vision to help sell the reforms (Box 9.5). In Malaysia, by under the Duvaliers or Zaire today.
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Box 9.5 Venezuela's 1989 reform program and its reversal

In thc la[e Il80) the \'eneuelan economy ;as cxpcri- communiR. \'enezucla's bond rating dropped 21) per-
encing a deep crisi, %% i[h internal and e\;rcrna] imbal- ecntage points below its 1091 lkvel. In 199-4 real GDP

ncsgenerated bc in o,creNcendcd scauf and a rrii- dfoppcd3 by 3 pcrcenc. and intlaiion soared io-1pr
nan.aged economs . [n 1989 Carlos Andrci Perez, who cent. In the econd qu3rter of 19"6 ihe adminisrrarion
had ierved ah prcidenr in the I-tros, %as reelected. His began adopting more orthodo: economic policles.
1980 trabilizaiuon plan included a sharp dev aluation ot supported by an arrancement with the INIF. These
the bolixra and a lirttng 'priLc aid interes rarecon- hbae been iniplemenedc Nith some success thus far.
trols. The plan restored internal and external balance How far-reaching and sustainablc this program w ill be
and %tai accompanied b! structural retorms such aS remains to be ieen.
trade liberalization. priv%atizarion. and increased central X'enezuela's experience highlights some important
banki auronlomr. points about [he suŽtainabilirv of reform. Economic

These retornms %iere miadc possible by the broad retorm is more susceptible to reversal s%hen it is sup-
executiv-e powcrs or rlte V'enezuelan presidency. But porred by- only- a fev. rechnocrars, without backing
the cuonensu, on them did nor last long After a period from political parties or other groups. Ref rnis linnked
ofFpolitcal instability. in February 19-i)' Rafael Caldera to Trabi[izaidon are easicr to implemenr than are irruc-
"xas elected as leader of a c.gliciion government. 'T'he rural reforms requitinp congressional approval. More-
ne%& go'ernnierrc %rarred bv repudiating some ot the or%ver. economic reforms are harder co implement in an
retorms. eliminating the value added rax and returning enwironment prone to political risk. Introducing new
to price and in retest rate controls. The autonomY of' taxes is conienriou5 in an en'-ironmenr %Nhere s[ate
the central banik '-.as allso compromised. prompting its control over natural resources (n rhis case petroleurnli
president to resin. Constrained bx international gti%es the appearance ot co,t-free public services. A cri-
agreements. the administration did nor reverse rtade sis may be sufficient to create thc conditions ttr inini-
liberali2arion, but instead reied on nontariff protec- ating reforms, but sustaining them requires much
nioni. lThe program'i lick of coherence caused an cro- morc. Long-term pertbrmance requires 'Xsion and
Sion of confidcnke ir, the internationial inmesrmnn[ unin of purposue.

This chapter has shown how windows of opportunity beyond reforming a few agencies, and thus escaping the
can open, and how important it is to seize these opportu- enclave trap. This involves defining clear rules under
nities to bring about change-through compensation of which agencies outside the original enclave will be brought
potential losers, the skillful choice of tactics, and building into the reform program. Rules and tactics, however, are
consensus. As emphasized throughout this Report, it is no substitute for commitment and political leadership.
important to reckon on state capability when designing Leadership is not everything: even committed and
reforms. But reformers cannot afford to stop there: they visionary leaders are not always able to throw off the heavy
must also have a strategy for improving capability. A more legacy of years, perhaps decades, of poor performance.
capable state can broaden the scope of policy options Choosing reform in these circumstances usually involves a
and significantly improve economic performance. Strate- leap of faith, a leap that can be as frightening to those who
gic sequencing, and even well-thought-out enclaving, are a will ultimately gain as it is to the losers. In these circum-
good first step and are consistent with the budgetary and stances the presence of someone who can convince the
other constraints facing many developing countries. Early public that the leap is worth making is a potent reform
on, however, countries should design a strategy for going weapon indeed.


